Release Note for Linkus Server

**Version 1.6.4**

March 5, 2018

1. Added supported for logging in Linkus by email address.
2. Improved the security of the Linkus login.
3. Expanded the expiration time of QR code and login link that are in the Linkus email to 24 hours.
4. Optimized the Linkus Email Template.

**Version 1.5.9**

January 18, 2018

6. Added support for Background Mode function on Linkus Android client.

**Version 1.4.10**

November 21, 2017

1. Fixed the issue that if Linkus call push was failed, the CPU usage of Linkus server was high.
2. Fixed the issue that if the web debug log was enabled on the PBX, Conference function on Linkus client could not work.

**Version 1.4.7**

September 22, 2017

7. Opened Linkus.log access authority for Yeastar Support.
8. Fixed the issue that when users switched too fast between enabling and disabling Linkus Server on App Center, the ring strategies would not take effect in Linkus Mobile Client.
9. Fixed the issue that Linkus process failed to be killed when users enabled Linkus Server and then disabled it.
10. Optimized CDR display issue of Linkus outbound calls: the CDR would display the dial prefix for outbound calls made from Linkus Mobile Client.
11. Optimized Call Push mechanism for both Android and iOS version: when Linkus mobile clients do not successfully receive a push for an incoming call, or the phone do not ring after receiving the push, the server will resend the push at an interval of 4s, and at most 4 pushes for the same incoming call will be sent.
12. Fixed the issue that when some users received emails sent by Linkus Server, which contains a QR scan code for users to login their Linkus Mobile Client account, the Chinese characters in the email subjects, if there were any, became garbage characters.
Version 1.3.6

June 16, 2017

1. Optimized the feature of logging in Linkus client via QR scan code.

Version 1.2.5

March 30, 2017

1. Added support for Linkus Client Conference feature.
2. Added support for Linkus Client Voicemail feature.
3. Added support for Google FCM (FireBase Cloud Messaging) feature on Linkus Android Client.
4. Fixed the issue that the Linkus startup speed would be slow if there were many extensions.
5. Fixed the issue that the users could not log in Linkus client if the Linkus were frequently used to make calls.

Version 1.1.16

January 19, 2017

14. Optimized security of Linkus client login: if a user fails to log in Linkus more than 3 times in 10 minutes, the user account will be locked for 10 minutes.
15. Optimized loading speed of extension status.

Version 1.1.15

January 13, 2017

1. Added support for French, Italian Web interface.
2. Updated Turkish Web interface.

Version 1.1.10

January 4, 2017

1. Extension users’ default “User Password” must be changed before enabling Linkus service for them.
2. Added support for logging in Linkus client via QR scan code or login link.
3. Added support for checking and playing one-touch recording files on Linkus client.
4. Added blind transfer feature.
5. Limit Linkus login attempts 5 times to protect Linkus from brute force attacks.
Version 1.0.24

November 30, 2016

Note: after upgrading Linkus App on S-Series IPPBX, the iPhone users need to log in Linkus again.

1. Optimized buttons on Linkus configuration page.
2. Fixed the issue that if the PBX was rebooted or the Linkus service was restarted, the iPhone users could not receive Linkus calls when Linkus was running in background.